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Abstract
TPT- RAID is a multi-box RAID wherein each ECC group
comprises at most one block from any given storage box,
and can thus tolerate a box failure. It extends the idea of an
out-of-band SAN controller into the RAID: data is sent directly between hosts and targets and among targets, and the
RAID controller supervises ECC calculation by the targets.
By preventing a communication bottleneck in the controller,
excellent scalability is achieved while retaining the simplicity of centralized control. TPT- RAID, whose controller can
be a software module within an out-of-band SAN controller,
moreover conforms to a conventional switched network architecture, whereas an in-band RAID controller would either constitute a communication bottleneck or would have
to also be a full-fledged router. The design is validated in
an InfiniBand-based prototype using iSCSI and iSER, and
required changes to relevant protocols are introduced.

1.

Introduction

In most current RAIDs [1], including very large ones,
any given error-correcting (ECC) 1 group resides in a single
box. Regardless of the degree of internal redundancy and
reliability, a single-box RAID is thus susceptible to boxlevel failures (e.g., cable disconnection, flood, coffee spill),
as these render entire ECC groups unavailable.
In a multi-box RAID, each ECC group uses at most one
block from each storage box, so the failure of such a box
does not render any data inaccessible. The controller must
be fault tolerant (e.g., by having a hot backup [2]), as must
the network [3]. Our work focuses on multi-box RAIDs
with centralized control, and we use the term Multi-box
RAID to refer to such systems.
Unlike a single-box RAID that uses a DMA engine for
internal data transfers, a multi-box RAID must use the network, e.g., iSCSI over TCP, for all transfers. This requires
extra data copies that affect both throughput and latency,
1 We

ECC

focus on erasure correcting codes, mostly XOR, and use the term
loosly. Nonetheless, TPT- RAID can be adapted to use any ECC.

Figure 1. In-Band controller

Figure 2. Out-Of-Band controller

and moreover burdens the CPUs. Overcoming the single
point of target failure by going to a multi-box RAID thus
poses several challenges: communication efficiency and
prevention of a controller bottleneck. Controller fault tolerance can be handled through well-known mechanisms; it
is not addressed in this paper, as the proposed architecture
does not place any special demands in this respect.

1.1.

In-band vs. Out-of-band RAID Controller

Current SAN controllers are either ”in-band” (Fig. 1) or
”out-of-band” (Fig. 2). In single-box RAIDs, the RAID controller is naturally in the data path. In a multi-box RAID,
however, an in-band RAID controller is problematic:
– Connecting it to a single switch port renders it a communication bottleneck, as it is party to all communication.
– Connecting it via multiple ports may help but is costly,
requires load balancing among the ports, and its internal
data paths could be the bottleneck.
– Locating it inside the switch, acting as a router, would relieve the bottleneck, but the “orthogonality” of communication and other functions would be violated. A multi-box
RAID 2 comprising disk boxes and a controller, all interconnected by a common network, naturally admits an out-of2 We use RAID -5 as an example, and refer to it simply as ”RAID ”. However, this work is equally applicable to other RAID types.
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band RAID controller. However, this gives rise to various
performance challenges and to the location of ECC calculations, which cannot be performed by such a controller.

1.2.

Contributions of this work

We present the 3rd Party Transfer multi-box RAID architecture, TPT- RAID, which partitions the RAID controller
functions: the management functions are taken out of the
storage box and placed in a centralized, out-of-band TPTRAID controller, while data transfers and ECC calculations
are carried out directly among targets and hosts and within
targets, respectively, all under centralized control. The controller only handles control messages (with the exception
of unsolicited data). TPT- RAID thus carries the idea of an
out-of-band SAN controller one step further, into the RAID
itself, and is consequently also described by Fig. 2. In fact,
it can be implemented as a software module inside such
a SAN controller. Finally, since SANs and RAIDs are often used as the back end of NAS and object based systems,
TPT- RAID is also relevant to those.

1.3.

Related Work

Previous studies addressed the aforementioned problems (the high price of RAIDs, tolerating a box failure and
scalability of the RAID controller), but did not simultaneously solve all of them: several studies focused on multibox (or distributed) storage systems [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]; Gray
et al [2] addressed controller failures; the RAIN project [3]
addressed network failures; commercial storage solutions
(Hitachi Lightning [9], EMC Symmetrix DMX system [10])
address high availability.
Some commercial file systems focused on removing the
controller from the data path [11, 12, 13, 14]: clients receive metadata from a metadata server, and data is transferred directly between clients and the actual storage. The
idea of moving the controller (or metadata server) out of the
data path is conceptually similar to our 3rd Party Transfer,
but is applied at file level rather than at block level. We also
incorporate InfiniBand [15] and RDMA [16], and demonstrate their efficiency.
Other commercial systems focused on removing the
controller from the data path at block level. SVM [17] is
a SAN appliance that provides virtual volume management
and has an out-of-band controller. However, it does not
use RDMA, so although data is sent directly between hosts
and targets, it is not transparent to the host because it has
to explicitly send/receive data packets to/from the storage.
Also, when using SVM for backup, the controller is in the
data path. FAB [18] is a distributed disk array that comprises multiple identical storage servers. Each server can
act as a gateway for requests from clients.
The specification of SCSI [19] contains block commands
that support parity calculation by the disk drive itself. This

can be used to distribute the ECC work among targets and
to reduce the overall required data movement.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the use of iSER to solve some of the problems of a multi-box RAID. Section 3 presents our 3rd Party
Transfer multi-box RAID architecture (TPT- RAID). Section
4 presents our TPT- RAID prototype and some performance
measurements, and Section 5 offers concluding remarks.

2.

Multi-box RAID with iSER

Many networked storage systems use the Internet SCSI
[20] (iSCSI) protocol for sending SCSI commands and data
over a (TCP) network. iSER [21] is an IETF standard that
maps iSCSI onto a network that provides more efficient and
“transparent” RDMA services, e.g., TCP with RDMA services (iWARP [16, 22, 23]) and InfiniBand. With iSCSI over
iSER, data is sent between the initiator and target I / O buffers
without intermediate data copies. This may be viewed as a
substitute for the DMA engine that is used by a single-box
RAID. While being highly beneficial, however, other problems of the multi-box system remain unsolved:
– The control/data separation offered by iSER is really a
protocol separation over the same physical path. All data
transfers go via the controller.
– ECC calculations require additional data transfers between the controller and the disks as well as calculations
by the controller.
We will use iSCSI over iSER with an in-band controller
as a baseline for comparison (the Baseline system). We
next introduce TPT- RAID, which extends the use of RDMA
to address the remaining problems.

3.
3.1.

TPT-RAID
Overview

TPT- RAID, depicted in Fig. 3, is a multi-box RAID
that combines a central out-of-band controller with RDMAbased data transfer. RDMA is both efficient and obviates the
need for the hosts to be aware of the details of the operation.
ECC calculation is performed by the storage targets. TPTRAID uses i SCSI for sending commands and data. Other
than the required changes in iSCSI, all its features can be
used without change.
TPT- RAID features two main elements: 3rd Party Transfer (TPT) and ECC calculation by the targets.
TPT. Read/write data passes directly between the host and
the targets under controller command, and data for parity calculation is sent among targets under controller command. Only control messages pass through the controller
(with the exception of unsolicited data in WRITE requests
as explained later in this section).
ECC calculation by the targets is carried out in one of the
following ways, both of which employ RDMA:
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let the host compute the ECC, thereby blurring the boundary
between the compute host and the storage subsystem.
READ. Here again, the 3rd Party Transfer mechanism is
employed to enable direct RDMA transfers from targets to
hosts under controller supervision.
For further details regarding request execution, the required protocol extensions, and the scheduling that guarantees atomicity, see [24].
Figure 3. TPT-RAID

• Star topology: per command instance, one of the targets is chosen as the “calculator”. It fetches all required blocks from other targets, computes the ECC
information and writes it to its own disk or to another target(s). With a single calculation point, this
approach is simple and can be used with any error/erasure correcting code. Also, it minimizes the total amount of communication. Finally, the ad hoc selection of the “calculator” is used to balance the load
among targets.
• Binary tree: multiple targets participate in any given
ECC calculation (under controller supervision). This
scheme is less general and more complex, but may
reduce latency in certain low-load situations.
TPT- RAID requires several extensions to both SCSI ,
iSCSI and iSER, as outlined in section 3.4 and listed in [24].

3.2.

Request execution

WRITE. Data may be sent to the target as unsolicited
and/or solicited data [20]. In TPT- RAID, we only modify
solicited writes. Unsolicited data is sent from the host to
the controller as a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) without using
RDMA, rendering 3rd Party Transfer irrelevant.
Fig. 4 provides a step-by-step description of writing a
single block to target 0, with parity calculation and storage
in target 4. Both data flow (left) and a time line (right) are
shown. All data transfers employ RDMA, and all take place
under controller supervision.
Multi-stripe WRITE requests contain 0-2 partial stripes
and full stripes. They are handled as 0-2 partial-stripe requests and a single multiple-full-stripe request. Handling
of the latter is optimized by reading the blocks of any given
target for parity calculation with a single command, so different commands are used for partial and full stripes.
For full stripes, the controller sends a separate command for each block (a target may receive multiple commands) because although the data is contiguous in the host,
it needn’t be contiguous in the targets.
It should be noted that even for full-stripe writes, the
only way to transfer fewer blocks than does TPT- RAID is to

3.3.

Error handling

TPT- RAID can handle target, controller and network failures, and its architecture does not create new problems relative to other multi-box storage systems. The sequence of
commands issued by the controller also guarantees request
atomicity: upon failure, a request is either completed or
rolled back, and the controller is advised accordingly [24].

3.4.

Required protocol changes

Support of 3rd Party Transfer and ECC calculation by
the targets requires some protocol changes and extensions,
mostly in order to enable the controller to instruct the targets to do things that they are already capable of doing in
principle (e.g., parity calculation). The changes are confined to software layers, and do not complicate the standards. The changes, listed in [24], are outlined below.
SCSI. The new commands are all sent from the RAID controller to targets. They are used by the target only for software purposes (i.e. the SCSI hardware that the target is
connected to does not need to support these commands).
Some of the commands relate to XOR operations, but differ from the SCSI XOR commands (although we do use
the XDWRITE command) because these were designed for
a scheme with an in-band controller while our’s is out of
band. However, if disks in a TPT- RAID are capable of performing XOR operations, our new commands may use them
in a similar manner to their use by SCSI XOR commands.
iSCSI. The login and logout phases in TPT- RAID differ
from those of a SAN with single-box RAIDs and an out-ofband controller: our controller must establish a connection
with each target, and each target must establish a connection with all other targets and with each host 3 . TPT- RAID
also raises potential security problems during connection
establishment and login due to rogue targets that may establish connections to other targets and hosts. This is handled by TPT- RAID’s login mechanism [24].
A SCSI command PDU sent from the controller to a
target must contain an extra field in support of 3rd Party
Transfer. The target uses this field to determine which
(other) target or host should be the passive side of an RDMA
3 The target-target and host-target connections are used only for RDMA
operations. No buffers need to be allocated for these connections at either
end. Therefore, these connections hardly consume any resources.
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(a) System view

(b) Timeline view

Figure 4. Single-block WRITE with TPT-RAID

operation. SCSI command PDUs sent from hosts to the controller remain unchanged.
iSER. Small changes are required in certain iSER primitives in support of 3rd Party Transfer. However, the RDMA
mechanism remains unchanged.

4.

TPT- RAID

prototype and performance

In order to validate the TPT- RAID architecture, assess its
performance relative to the Baseline in-band controller and
its scalability, we constructed prototypes of the two systems using identical hardware for all types of boxes and for
both prototypes. Each system comprises a single host, a
RAID controller and 5 targets. Each machine has dual Intel Pentium 4 XEON 3.2GHz processors with 2MB L2 cache
and an 800 MHz front side bus. Each machine contains a
Mellanox MHEA 28-1 T 10Gb/sec full duplex Host Channel
Adaptor (HCA) with a PCI-Express X8 interface. All machines are connected to a Mellanox MTS2400 InfiniBand
switch. Since the target machines have low end SATA disks
that may limit performance, we simulate targets containing multiple disks and large caches by not sending the SCSI
commands to the disk. Instead, a successful SCSI response
is returned immediately. (The returned data blocks contain
random data.) We now briefly describe our measurements.

4.1.

Scalability study

Let request size denote the amount of data requested in
the command sent by the host, block size — the striping
granularity, and target set — N parity-group targets.

Figs. 5 and 6 present a scalability comparison for READ
and WRITE requests, respectively, with unlimited numbers
of hosts and targets and the “star” parity calculation. Here,
the controller itself or its communication links are the bottleneck. Several request and block sizes are considered.
Fig. 5 depicts maximum READ throughput.
Baseline system: block size hardly affects scalability. For
a small request size, the controller is limited by its CPU,
which is busy sending commands to targets. The number
of such commands per request is independent of block size,
so changing it hardly affects maximum throughput. As request size increases, the controller’s InfiniBand link limits
throughput to 920MB/sec.
TPT- RAID : throughput is limited by the controller’s CPU ,
most of whose work is spent on sending commands. With
larger blocks, there are fewer commands per request so,
for a given request size, maximum throughput increases
with increasing block size. For a sufficiently large request
size, the per-request controller work (excluding the perblock work) is negligible, so further increasing request size
hardly changes the controller’s scalability.
Comparison. For small blocks (4KB), the TPT- RAID controller (Fig. 5, “TPT (block size = 4KB)”) enables higher
throughput than the Baseline controller (“Baseline (block
size = 4KB)”) for small requests ( request size ≤ 64KB).
For larger requests, the bottleneck in the Baseline controller
moves from the CPU to its InfiniBand link, enabling higher
throughput than the TPT- RAID controller. For larger blocks,
the TPT- RAID controller (“TPT (block size = 32KB)” and
“TPT (block size = 128KB)”) needs to send fewer com-
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Figure 6. WRITE scalability

Figure 5. READ scalability

mands per request and enables a higher throughput than the
Baseline controller ( “Baseline (block size = 32KB)” and
“Baseline (block size = 128KB)”). TPT- RAID’s advantage
increases as block size increases.
Fig. 6 depicts maximum WRITE throughput.
Baseline system: the controller is limited by its CPU. For
small requests, the CPU is busy sending commands to targets. For larger requests, the CPU is busy performing XOR
operations. Even if the controller had dedicated hardware
for XOR operations, it would still have been limited by its
InfiniBand link.
TPT- RAID: as for READ requests, it is again limited by the
controller’s CPU, which is busy sending commands to targets. With larger blocks, fewer commands are required
for any given request size. As described in section 3.2,
full-stripe WRITEs are handled as a single multi-stripe request. Therefore, with large requests, the multi-stripe request contains more blocks and fewer commands are required per block. Indeed, the maximum throughput enabled by the controller increases with increasing block and
request sizes.
Comparison. For small blocks (4KB), the two controllers
(Fig. 6, “Baseline (block size = 4KB)” and “TPT (block
size = 4KB)”) enable almost the same throughput for small
requests (request size ≤ 64KB). For larger requests, the
bottleneck in the Baseline controller remains in the CPU,
which is now busy with XOR calculations, and throughput
is higher than in the TPT- RAID controller. For larger blocks,
the TPT- RAID controller (“TPT (block size = 32KB)” and
“TPT (block size = 128KB)”) needs to send fewer commands for a given request size and enables higher throughput than the Baseline controller (“Baseline (block size =
32KB)” and “Baseline (block size = 128KB)”) for any block

Table 1. RAID controller scalability

Block
(KB)
4
32
128

Req
(KB)
any
≥ 128
≥ 512

READ requests
Multi
Single
<1
<1
2
2
8
5

WRITE requests
Multi
Single
<1
<1
<1
<1
2
2

size. TPT- RAID’s advantage increases as block size and request size increase.
Degraded mode. Relative performance of the two systems for READs, WRITEs and reconstruction in degraded
mode is similar to relative WRITE performance in normal
mode [24].
Table 1 summarizes the maximum number of hosts that
can be connected to a single-controller TPT system that
comprises a single/multiple target sets (N = 5) without having the controller or the targets become a bottleneck. (Using multiple target sets ensures that targets are not a bottleneck). For the Baseline system, the controller is always a
bottleneck, even if only a single host is connected to it.
Remark. The measured systems used memory disks.
With real disk drives, a single controller may be connected
to even more targets without becoming a bottleneck.

4.2.

Latency

In most cases, TPT- RAID’s zero-load latency is equal to
or lower than the Baseline RAID’s. As the load increases,
latency is dominated by queuing delay. Here, the lower
load factor on the higher-capacity TPT- RAID results in its
clear latency advantage.
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5.

Conclusion

TPT- RAID takes the idea of an out-of-band SAN controller one step further, into the RAID, and a TPT- RAID
controller can in fact be implemented as a software component of an out-of-band SAN controller. It enables the
construction of high-performance, box-fault tolerant SANbased storage systems from relatively simple and inexpensive components while retaining simplicity. TPT- RAID enables higher throughput than the Baseline in-band controller whenever block (and request) sizes exceed 32KB, in
which case the savings in controller data-communication
and parity calculation work outweigh the larger controlmessage work. This performance advantage increases with
further increases in block or request size.
TPT- RAID’s two main underlying mechanisms, 3rdparty transfer and ECC calculation by the targets, do not require hardware changes and only few changes are required
in SCSI, iSCSI and iSER protocols. While any communication infrastructure can be used, the advantage of using ones
like InfiniBand that support RDMA is clear.
Our performance measurements focused on the basic
operations. In view of the promising results, it will be interesting to experiment with TPT- RAID as part of a fullfledged system, running standard benchmarks and operating in various modes.
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